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The Protecting Holy Land Christian Campaign, started in December 2021 with the
endorsement of the Churches, has logged nearly 50 reported attacks against Christians,
although many go unreported. The vast majority of those reported have taken place
within Israel. Property destruction and physical abuse have been on the rise, most
notably at the Church of All Nations and Dormition Abbey. 

Most attacks in Jerusalem are carried out by Israeli radical groups, individuals who seek
to "redeem" Jerusalem from non-Jews. In addition to sophisticated property
acquisitions to deprive non-Jews of a physical presence in the city, they frequently
target Christian properties and abuse clergy.

When clergy report crimes to the police, the incidents are rarely investigated. This has
become so commonplace that now clergy are discouraged from reporting hate crimes to
the police. This has been reported by Israeli news outlet The National. “The outcome,
most of it, is zero,” remarked one Jerusalem priest of police investigations into hate
crimes against Christians.

Another Jerusalem priest was quoted as saying that local police have “turned a blind
eye” and have a “lack of will” towards hate crimes targeting Christians. This does not
represent the “quick and decisive” investigations celebrated by the Municipality of
Jerusalem and its leadership. 

Local priests have told the campaign that hate crimes have increased. “A certain kind of
aggressivity against [Christians] is growing,” Fr Nikoedmus of Dormition Abbey told
the Campaign. Since November 2021, Fr Kouryon of the Armenian Church says he has
experienced “more fanatic behavior,” describing verbal abuse by Israeli radicals and
interruptions of religious processions. “Nothing has been done by the police,” he said.

This briefing provides a limited visual summary of the hate crimes taking place against
Christians over the last 10 years.

We encourage lawmakers, diplomats, and friends of Israel to encourage and empower
local authorities to take seriously crimes against Christians through thorough
investigations, prosecutions of perpetrators, and the establishment of a Christian
Heritage Zone in the Old City of Jerusalem to secure the presence of Christians and
safeguard the legacy of the faith in the world's Holy City. 

Warning: this briefing includes sensitive and potentially offensive language and
images.
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https://www.thenationalnews.com/mena/2022/04/15/christians-face-attacks-and-restrictions-in-jerusalems-old-city/
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The door to the Catholic Latrun Monastery in Jerusalem was burnt, and graffiti was spray
painted reading “Jesus is a monkey”. “This is a direct insult to our belief,” remarked
Rev Louis Wahbeh of the monastery to CNN.

Photo: AFP/Getty Images

2012

Crosses are toppled from tombstones and smashed in the Protestant Christian cemetery
in Jerusalem. Police arrested four Israeli suspects but they were released without charge. 

Photo: AP/Bernat Armangue 

2012
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The Baptist church in downtown Jerusalem is the target of offensive graffiti, driven by an
Israeli "nationalist" agenda, according to local news reports. The graffiti reads "Jesus:
the son of the prostitute Mary." The tires of cars parked by the church were also
slashed in the same attack. 

Photo: Uri Lenz 

2012

2012

“Jesus is a son of a bitch” spray painted in Hebrew on wall near the Monastery of the
Cross, in Jerusalem. 

Photo: Gil Yohanan 
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“Revenge”, written in Hebrew, is spray painted on graves in a Christian cemetery in
Jaffa. An “investigation” was launched but no arrest was reported. 

Photo: Motti Kimchi

2013

Father Arsanios, 85, of the Coptic Orthodox Church is pinned against a wall and the floor
in the Old City of Jerusalem by Israeli Police the day before Coptic Easter. Arsanios told
the Times of Israel that the police “threw one priest on the stairs and one of the officers
stomped on him like a dog.”

Photo: Maariv 

2013
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Arson at the Church of the Multiplication of Loaves and Fishes in Tagbha, Israel. This
attack caused $1.8 million in damage and hospitalised a priest, leading to international
attention and condemnation of the international community. The graffiti on the wall,
part of the same attack, denounced the worship of idols.

Photo/Stills: Jerusalem Post 

2014
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2016

Radicals attacked Dormition Abbey on Mt Zion in Jerusalem,
painting offensive slogans against Christians. "A certain kind of
aggressivity against [Christians] is growing," remarked a priest on Mt
Zion. Dormition Abbey is frequently targeted by Israeli radicals who
wish to erase the Christian presence in Jerusalem. 

Photos: The Benedictine Monks of Dormition 

"Death for infidel Christians, the enemies of Israel"

Left, top: "The idols will be cut down"
Right: "Christians to hell"

 

"The revenge of the children of Israel will come"

"Jesus: erase his name and his memory"
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“Three young radicals spat on Armenian seminarians as they were walking to the Church
of the Holy Sepulchre as a sign of insult and hatred. The perpetrators also released their
dog to attack the students, who knocked the Dean traveling with the students to the
ground. It is reported that the radicals shouted "Death to Christians!" and "we will
wipe you out of this country!" to the students, a chilling and direct threat to the
Armenian community. 

Photo: The Armenian Mirror-Spectator 

2019
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During Lent in 2020, a religious radical set fire to the Church of All Nations at the Garden
of Gethsemane, one of the holiest sites of Christianity. The assailant poured flammable
liquid inside the church and set the ancient mosaic shown above ablaze before being
stopped by those in the church. Local church leaders said this act, and those like it,
intend to "drive Christians from the Holy Land". 

Photos: Assembly of the Catholic Ordinaries 

2020

2021
A radical Israeli spits at the entrance of the of the Church of St James in
the Armenian Quarter of Jerusalem. This behaviour is increasingly
occurring during the day and directly aimed at priests, not just holy sites.

Stills: Middle East Eye 
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2021

The Romanian Church Monastery in Jerusalem was the target of an arson attack. It was
the fourth attack within a span of one month at the monastery. The local priest was able
to extinguish the fire before it caused more damage. 

Photo: Assembly of the Catholic Ordinaries 

Israeli radicals are caught on camera
violently attacking priests peacefully
making their way to the Holy Sepulchre,
This attack sent one local Christian to the
hospital. 

Stills: All Israel News 

2021
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Mt Zion is frequently the spot of clashes between Christians and radical
groups. Located nearby Dormition Abbey, the Greek Garden, which
includes the Greek Orthodox Chapel of Pentecost - an ancient catacomb
used for occasional services - is vandalised and damaged. Radical Israelis
often throw parties and intimidate the church groundskeeper, trying to
drive the Christian presence out of this area. 

Photos: Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Jerusalem 

Left: Paint is poured down the side of the
Chapel of Pentecost. This chapel has to have
iron bars and surveillance due to ongoing
threats from radical groups.

Right: An Israeli radical tries to break into to
the Chapel of Pentecost. The Christian
groundskeeper said that this is a regular
occurrence. 

Left, top: Radicals gather in the
middle of the night for a celebration -
this happens every Saturday night and
intentionally disrupts the Christian
institutions nearby. 

Left, bottom: Radical groups assert
their presence, hosting gatherings on
top of the Greek Orthodox
Patriarchate logo (red circle).
Frequently individuals aggressively
confront the groundskeeper who asks
them to leave the private property.
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2022

Orthodox Easter weekend, Israeli security forces blocked worshippers
from celebrating Easter at the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, where the
church marks Christ's resurrection. Police forcefully defended blockades
preventing the freedom of worship.

Stills: various videos shared with Campaign  
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